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ing your woodworking skills. 
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Adobe Acrobat Reader 
Troubleshooting Guide
If you can read this page, your Acrobat Reader program is working correctly! 
But you may still have problems or specific issues, such as printing and 
saving your downloadable file. 

My printer won’t print the text correctly
Almost all printing problems are due to not enough free system resources 
memory. The files are very memory intensive because they include graphics, 
text, and photos. Close all other programs/applications and print directly out 
of the Acrobat Reader program, not your Web browser. 

Patterns are not printing full-size
Make sure your printer is set to print at 100 percent, “print to fit” is not 
checked and “page scaling” is set to “none”. These settings are selected in 
the printer setup or printer options. 

I can’t find my file now that it’s downloaded
Rather than viewing the plan in your browser, you must save it to your hard 
drive. Download the file again, except this time try right-clicking on the red 
download button. A menu window will open. Select “Save target as” or 
“Save link as” to save the file to your hard drive. Once saved, you can open it 
up with Adobe Acrobat Reader. 

For more details on using Adobe Acrobat Reader please 
visit our online help section at:  
woodmagazine.com/adobe

WOOD Store 
Customer Favorites

Visit the WOOD Store at:

WOODStore.net 

Shop Tools & Accessories

Indoor Furniture

Outdoor Furniture

WOODStore.net
Browse more than 1,300 woodworking project plans, DVDs,  
back-issue collections, videos, tool reviews, books, & more.
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Glue space
Both corners meet
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Lock-miter joints have a lot going for 
them: appearance, self-alignment 
for easy assembly and clamping, 

and ample gluing surfaces for strength. 
They’re ideal for right-angle corners of 
boxes, columns, cabinets, frames, and 
the like. Plus, you can cut both parts of 
the joint with a single router-table setup. 

But getting the correct router-table 
setup—both the bit height and fence 
position have to be just right—can be a 
challenge. Here’s a sure-fire method for 
setting up this bit.

Install the bit 
Lock-miter bits come in different sizes, 
covering different material-thickness 
ranges; choose one that works for the 
thickness of your stock. Install the bit in 
a table-mounted router, and set the 
router speed to 16,000 rpm for bits  

Lock- 
Miter  
Bit

Make the initial bit setup in two steps

Set the BIt heIGht fIrSt
Place the gauge beside the bit and align the center of the bit with the 
centerline on the gauge. The center of the bit lies at the midpoint of the 
sloped face of the tongue.

then, poSItIon the fence 
With the height set, position the gauge so the top and bottom corners 
contact the bit’s cutting edge. Then slide the fence up against the jig and lock 
it in place.

Gauge

centerline

tongue

Slide fence 
up to gauge. Both corners 

touch cutting 
edge
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11⁄4–21⁄4" in diameter or 12,000 rpm  
for bits 21⁄4–31⁄2" in diameter. (Follow the 
bit manufacturer’s recommendation if it 

is different.) When routing workpieces 
2" or more wider than the height of your 
router-table fence, attach a tall auxiliary 

Setting up a 
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A

Auxiliary 
fence

a spacer makes the first cut shallow; remove it for the second pass. use a 
featherboard and pushblocks for safe, accurate routing. 

1/4" spacer
(remove for 
second pass.)

A

B
Hold the workpiece firmly against the table and fence and feed it at a steady 
rate as you form the complex profile on the joint parts. 

Auxiliary 
fence

B

fence to ensure adequate support. (We 
mounted ours with double-faced tape.)

now, make a simple gauge
From scrap stock the same thickness as 
the joint parts (both parts of the joint 
must be the same thickness), construct 
the lock-miter setup gauge [Drawing]. 
Draw a centerline across the end of the 
bottom piece, and mark the material 
thickness on the gauge. Use it as shown 
as shown on the previous page.

cut a test joint
Rout both parts of the joint on scrap 
stock the same thickness as the work-
pieces. For easier routing, make shallow 
cuts by starting with a spacer attached 
to the face of the router-table fence. (We 
clamped a 1 ⁄4" plywood spacer in place to 
rout the joints in  3⁄4" material). Make one 
pass with the spacer in place, and then 
remove it for the final pass. 

Rout one part of the joint (call it Part 
A) vertically [photo A], with its inside 
face against the fence. Without chang-
ing the setup, rout the other part of the 
joint (Part B) flat on the table [photo B] 
in two passes, with its inside face down. 

check the resulting joint against these examples

A

B
overhang

 CorreCtion: Move fence forward slightly.

A

B

flat edges

 CorreCtion: Move fence backward slightly.

A

B
flat edges

 CorreCtion: raise the bit slightly.

A

B

overhang

 CorreCtion: lower the bit slightly.

After you cut the test pieces, assemble 
the test joint and compare it with the 
images below. Adjust the fence position 
or bit height, as indicated, in small 

increments. Cut additional test joints 
and make adjustments until the parts 
meet precisely, like the joint at the top 
of the previous page. 

 Learn more about special-duty bits:
Rabbeting bits with bearing sets:
woodmagazine.com/rabbetingbit
Clean-cutting spiral bits:
woodmagazine.com/spiralbit
Perfect angles with bird’s-mouth bits:
woodmagazine.com/birdsmouthbit

More Resources
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Browse more than 1,300 woodworking project plans, DVDs, back-issue collections, videos, tool reviews, books, & more.

Everybody’s a tool critic. Now it’s your turn!
Readers rely on WOOD magazine for unbiased reviews of 
woodworking tools 
and accessories. 
You’ll find them here, 
all in one place. While 
you’re there, add 
reviews  about the 
tools in your shop.  
Just click to compare 
specs, prices,  
and more.

toolreviews.woodmagazine.com

Plans “Complete Guide” DVD-ROM’s Videos Back-Issue Collections

The biggest names in woodworking 
help you build your skills with 
affordable videos (up to 2 hours long). 
Save money by doing the download.  

Watch free videos of other 
woodworkers showing their stuff, 
from shop tips, to favorite jigs, to... 
well, just about anything! 

Don’t spend a penny on a tool until 
you learn how it works. Tool School is 
like having a free woodworking show 
on your desktop!

WOOD magazine editors provide 
videos that enhance the content in 
the magazine. New videos added 
regularly.

A wealth of information just a click away.
WOODmagazine.com speaks to woodworkers of all skill levels with 
free woodworking 
plans, helpful 
forums, hundreds 
of articles, and 
more services to 
help you become a 
better woodworker.

Visit the WOOD®

 family  
of helpful Web sites!

WOODmagazine.com

WOODmagazine.com/videos

Watch a demo before you buy

FREE magazine support 24/7DVDs or downloads

By woodworkers, for woodworkers
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